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ON  THE SELF-INTERSECTIONS  OF THE
IMAGE  OF THE UNIT  CIRCLE UNDER

A POLYNOMIAL MAPPING

J.   R.   QUINE1

Abstract. We prove that ifp is a polynomial of degree n, then

with certain exceptions the image of the unit circle under the map-

ping/; has at most (n — l)2 points of self-intersection. We apply our

method to the problem of computing polynomials univalent in

W<1.

Introduction.    Let p(z) be a polynomial in the complex variable z.

Definition. We say w is a vertex, or point of self-intersection of the

curve p(ex^), 0 = ^_2tt, if there exist zx and z2 distinct with 1^1 = |^2I:= 1

such that p(zx)=p(z2) = w.

C. J. Titus [6, p. 60] conjectured that if the degree of p is n, then with

certain exceptions the curve p(e"t') has at most (n— l)2 vertices. Our main

result is a proof of this conjecture. We also show how the methods used

relate to the problem of finding polynomials univalent in |z|<l.

Computation of vertices. Let p(z)=a0+axz+- • --\-a„zn. In order to

study the vertices of p(el<t'), we study the polynomial

G(zx, z2) = (p(z2) -p(zx))/(z2 - zx).

We find it convenient following Dieudonné [3] to make a transformation

of the variables zx and z2. Let

A = {(t,x)\ -1 < r < l,|x| = 1},

B = {(zx, z2) | |zj = \z2\ = 1, zx 5¿ z2}.

Let ip:A—>-B send the pair (r, x) onto the pair (xezB, xe~'°) where 0 =

arc cos t, i.e. /=cos 6 and 0_S_-77. Geometrically x is the midpoint of the
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arc of the unit circle from zx to z2 in a counterclockwise direction. The

number 6 is the length of arc along the unit circle from x to zx or z2. Thus

f is one-to-one and onto. If ip: (t, x)-*(zi, z2) and 0 = arc cos t, we have

G(zi, z2) = (p(xeiB) - p(xe-ie))lx(eie - e~ie)

V        sin(fc + 1)0   k     "v1       „ ,A k
= Z ak+i      .  ñ     x = Z «fc+Ä«**

*=o sln " k=0

where t4(f) = sin(fc+l)0/sin 6 is the /cth Chebyshev polynomial of the

second kind. We define the Dieudonné polynomial associated with/? to be

the polynomial g(t, x)=JX=o bk(t)xk where bk(t)=ak+iUk(t). We note that

£(1, x)=p'(x). For (zi, z2) g B and f.(t, x)-*(zu z2), we see that

G(zi, z2) = G(z2, Zi) = g(t, x) = g(-t, -x).

If H'=/?(z1)=/?(z2) is a vertex ofp(e'e) then all of the above expressions are

zero and we say that w corresponds to the two pairs (zx, z2) and (z2, zt) in

B or the two pairs (/, x) and (—r, —x) in y4. A vertex may correspond to

more than two of these pairs, for example if w=p(zi)=p(z2)=p(z3) for

l^il=|2"a| == l2r3| = 1 and zlt z2 and z3 distinct; however N distinct vertices

must correspond to at least 2N distinct pairs.

To compute the vertices of p(e1'1'), we must find pairs (t, x) in A, such

that g(t, x)=0. We define

g*(t, x) _ x^gff, m =nfän_kUn_k_i(t)xk.

If t is real and xu x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn_i are the zeros of g(t, x), then 1/xj, • • • ,

l/x„_! are the zeros of g*(t, x), thus if r0 is a fixed real number, then

g(t0, x) has a zero x0 on \x\ = l only if g(t0, x) and g*(t0,x) have the

common zero x0. This can happen only if R(t0)=0 where /?(?) is the

resultant of g(t, x) and g*(?, x) as polynomials in x (See B. L. van der

Waerden [8, p. 84].) Thus if (t, x)eA and g(t, x)=0 then R(t)=0. We are

therefore interested in the roots of R(t) in the interval —1</<1. If we

look at the 2(n— 1) x 2(n — 1) determinant expression for /?(?) we note that

the product of the entries on the major diagonal is lèn-iWI2'"-1'- Since

bn-i(t)=anUn_i(t)=an(2n-1tn-1 + - ■ •), we have that the degree of R(t) is

2(n — I)2 if an?±0. Now every vertex p(e1^) corresponds to at least two

zeros (t, x) and (—t, —x)in^4 ofg(?, x) and therefore to at least two zeros,

t and —t, of R(t). Suppose p(e"t>) has N vertices. If we could conclude that

the 2N roots of R corresponding to these vertices were distinct then we

would have N^(n— l)2. If the roots were not distinct it seems likely that

we could vary the polynomial slightly to make the roots distinct without

decreasing the number of vertices. This establishes the likelihood of the
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upper bound (n — \)2. In the proof given below we use a simple version of

Bézout's theorem, a classical theorem in the theory of algebraic curves,

which effectively sidesteps the difficulties of an argument based on the above

outline. The proof of Bézout's theorem, in fact, uses the resultant in much

the same way as we outlined above (Walker [9, p. 59]).

Main theorem. We now prove that with certain exceptions (n— l)2 is

the desired upper bound. That there are exceptions can be seen by taking

p(z)=z2. In this case p(z)—p(—z) for all z, and every point of the curve

p(e"t>) is a vertex. In fact if p(z)=g(zm) for some polynomial g and some

integer m~>\, then p(z)=p(ze2"tlm) and again every point of the curve

p(e'4') is a vertex.

Theorem 1. Ifp(z) is a polynomial of degree n and not of the form g(zm)

where g is a polynomial and m is an integer, m~>\, then the curve p(e"t'),

0_^_27r, has at most (n— l)2 vertices. Furthermore this bound is sharp, i.e.

for any integer «> 1 we can find a polynomial p of degree n such that p(e"1')

has exactly («—l)2 vertices.

Proof. As before let g(t, x) be the Dieudonné polynomial for p and

let

g*(t, x) = x^gJfiYß).

Each vertex ofp(e1^) corresponds to at least two pairs (t, x) and (—t, —x)

such that g(t,x)=g*(t, x)=0 and g(—t, —x)=g*( — t, —x)=0, that is,

both (t, x) and (—t, —x) are intersection points of the algebraic curves

given hy g(t, x)=0andg*(r, x)=0. Now the degree of g (in rand x jointly)

is 2(n — 1) and the degree of g* is n— 1. If g and g* are relatively prime,

that is, if the curves have no common component, then by Bézout's

theorem (Walker [9, p. 59]) the maximum number of intersection points

is the product of the orders, 2(n— l)2. Thus the first part of the theorem is

proved if we show that g and g* are relatively prime.

To show that g and g* are relatively prime as polynomials in K[t, x]

we show that the degree in x of any common divisor must be zero, and that

furthermore there is no common divisor in K[t ]. If g and g* have a common

factor which is a function of x then the resultant R(t) is identically zero,

but as we have seen above R(t) is of degree 2(n— l)2. Thus we need only

check that g and g* have no common divisor h(t). If g is divisible by a

function h(t) then h must divide U„_x and therefore must have a zero /„ =

cos(kTr/n) for some integer k, 1 _£_«—1. Then

g(t0, x) = (p(xeiknln) - p(xe~ik,"r'))lx(eik''/n - e-**'*) = 0

identically in x. Thus p(x)=p(xe2k1Tlln) and we may write p(x)=g(xl)
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where e2knlln is a primitive Ith root of unity and g is a polynomial, and this

contradicts our hypothesis.

To prove that the theorem is sharp, letp(z) = ez+zn, e>0. We will show

that for e small enough the curve pie**) has exactly (n — l)2 vertices. We

have

g{t, x) = s+ Un_i(t)xn-\

If \Un_i(t)\ = e, then g(t,x) will have all of its zeros on |x| = l. Since

U„-i(t) has simple zeros at t=cos(kTr/n), k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n—l, it follows

that for e small enough there are 2(n — 1 ) values of t in the interval ( — 1, 0) U

(0, 1) for which \Un_i(t)\=e. Since \Un_i(t)\ = \Un_1(-t)\, n-l of these

values are in the interval 0</<l. Let tu t2, ■ ■ ■ , tn_i be these values,

where we assume that tk=tk(e), k= 1 ,■■■ ,n— 1, are continuous functions

of e for e small. Now g(tk, x) has roots coik, j—l, ■ • • , n—l, where the

ojjk,j—l, ■ ■ ■ ,n—l, are the n—l roots of 1 if Un_1(tk) = s and the n—l

roots of —1 if Un_i(tk)=— e. We have

j*»«**) = pimnfi-*1),      h k - 1, • • •, n - 1,

where cos 0k=tk, 0<6fc<7r/2. We need only show that for e small enough

the (n—l)2 valuesp(o)jkezek) are distinct. We can do this by showing that

the values lim^o^a?^'9*'6') are distinct. We omit the details. This com-

pletes the proof of the theorem.

As a simple consequence of this theorem we note that a polynomial p

cannot map |z|<l conformally onto a domain with a slit, for in this case

pie'*) would have an infinite number of vertices.

Univalent polynomials. We now show how the above discussion relates

to the problem of computing polynomials univalent in |z|<l. We have

found the maximum possible number of vertices for the curve pie'*). At

the opposite extreme, ifp(e'"t') has no vertices then it is a Jordan curve and

p(z) is univalent in |z|<l. In fact, letp(z)=z+a2z2 + - ■ -+anzn. We let Vn

be the set of all points (a2, ■ ■ ■ , an) e K"^1 such that p(z) is univalent in

W<1.

Theorem 2. (a2, ■ ■ ■ , an) e Int Vn if and only if the curve p(e1^) has no

vertices or cusps.

Proof. We first note that saying p(e"p) has no vertices or cusps is

equivalent to saying that g(t,x) has no zeros on |x| = l for —l^/^l,

where g(t, x) is the Dieudonné polynomial associated with p(z). Let ô

be the minimum value of \g(t,x)\ for \x\ = l and — l^/^l. If p(e"t>) has

no vertices or cusps, then <5>0. Now ô is a continuous function of the

coefficients of p. Thus there is a neighborhood N of (a2, ■ ■ ■ , an) for which
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the corresponding polynomials map the unit circle onto a Jordan curve

and are therefore univalent. Therefore N<^ V„.

Conversely if (a2, ■ ■ ■ ,an) e Int V„, the polynomial q(z) = (\¡r)p(rz),

r>\, is univalent in |z|<l for r near 1. Now q(el^\r) =p(ei*)/r and so

p(e"p) can have no vertices. Likewise p^e'^^O for 0_</>_27r. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.

As before let R(t) be the resultant of g(t, x) and g*(t, x). We prove the

following:

Theorem 3. (a2, ■ ■ • ,an) e Int V„ if and only if R(t) has no zeros for

-l=i=l.

Proof. We recall that if t is real and if xx, ■ ■ ■ , x„_x are the zeros of

g(t, x), then \jxx, • • • , l/x„ are the zeros of g*(t, x). Now R(t) is the

resultant of these two polynomials so if R(t) has no zeros for — l_r_l

theng(r, x)hasnozeroson|x| = lfor — l_r_l and therefore, by Theorem

2, (a2, • • ■ ,a„) e Int Vn. Conversely if (a2, • • • , an) e Int V„ then p(re"t')

has no cusps or vertices for r_l and therefore g(t, x)has all of its zeros in

|x|>l for —l<r<l. Thus for — l_i_l, all the zeros of g*(t, x) are in

|x|<l. Thus g*(t, x) and g(t, x) have no common divisors and therefore

R(t)?£Q for — l_r_l. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

As an example of Theorem 3, we compute the real cross-section of V3.

ïf p(z)=z+a2z2+a3t3 where a2 and a3 are real we have

g(i, x) = 1 + 2a2ix + a3(4t2 - l)x2,

g*(t, x) = a3(4t2 - 1) + 2a2tx + x2,

R(t) = (4a3r2 + 2a2i + 1 - a3)(4a3t3

X (4a3i2 - (1 - a3))2.

Now R(t) has no zeros in — 1 _i_l if and only if no factor of R(t) has a

zero for —1_/_1. An easy computation shows that this happens if and

only if (a2, a3) e Cxn(C2uC3) where

C, = {(a2,a3) | |a3| < J},

Q= {(a2,a3)||l + 3a3| > |2a2|},

C3 = {(a2, a3) | 4a2 - 16a3(l - a3) < 0}.

The closure of Cxn(C2UC3) is the real cross-section of V3. See Brannan

[!]•

In general it is not so easy to compute when R(t) has no zeros for

— l_f_l since in general R(t) will not factor as above. Theoretically the

problem can be solved using Sturm sequences or Hermitian forms (see

Uspensky [7]) but the computations are difficult. A computation of V3 for

— 2a2i + 1 — a3)
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arbitrary a2 and a3 is done by Brannan [1]. Computations on Vt have been

done by Michel [4] and Brannan [1]. In both of these references the method

of Cohn [2] is used to determine when g(t, x) has no zero in |x|_l. This

method is equivalent to a method of Schur [5] using a Hermitian form.

Our resultant R(t) is the discriminant of this Hermitian form.
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